The most widely-used parameter estimation method today is the L2 norm minimisation method known as the Least Squares Method (LSM). The solution to the L2 norm minimisation method is always unique and is easily computed. This method distributes errors and is sensitive to outlying measurements. Therefore, a robust technique known as the Least Absolute Values Method (LAVM) might be used for the detection of outliers and for the estimation of parameters. In this paper, the formulation of the L1 norm minimisation method will be explained and the success of the method in the detection of gross errors will be investigated in a trigonometric levelling network.
INTRODUCTION
Accuracy, precision, and reliability are important quality criteria used in geodetic networks. Accuracy is the degree of closeness of an estimated value to its true value and precision is the degree of closeness of observations to their mean values. Where the observations are only affected by inevitable random errors, accuracy and precision can be used interchangeably. Reliability is the resistance ability of a network to outliers. Redundant measurements are made to increase the accuracy of the computed results of a geodetic network and make it possible to adjust for the estimation of unknown parameters with greater precision and proper error analysis. Adjustments of the observations are usually performed using the method of least squares, i.e. L2 norm minimisation that is based on the minimisation of the sum of the squares of the residuals, which permits the estimation of the most probable values of unknown parameters. The calculation algorithm of this method is easy and the solution is always unique, but it is vulnerable against outliers, i.e. its observations should be free of blunders and systematic errors. The network geometry may not be suitable for a successful outlier diagnosis and the outlier detection test may not recognise the gross error. The parameter estimation results obtained from the method of least squares are badly affected if the outliers are present in the observation data set, and the spreading effect of the method of least squares makes the diagnosis of outliers difficult by inspection of the residuals [1] . So, outlying observations must be detected and eliminated. For this purpose, robust estimation techniques can be used. The advantage of these methods is that the effects of blunders are minimised or eliminated from the adjustment results, and outliers can be easily detected. Robust techniques decrease the corrupt effect of outliers on the estimated parameters [2] . The most widely used robust estimation techniques are L1 norm minimisation, M-estimation methods, the Least Median Squares (LMS) method, the Least Trimmed Squares (LTS) method, and the signconstrained robust least squares method. For more information about robust estimation techniques, refer to [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Trigonometric height determination has been employed in rough terrain by measuring the zenith angle and slope distance between two points. This method is successful in the height determination of rough fields. The accuracy of trigonometric levelling may be enhanced by reducing the lines of sight and using simultaneous reciprocal observations to reduce the refraction effects [11] .
In this paper, the robust L1 norm minimisation method is performed in a trigonometric levelling network adjustment. The efficiency of the method in parameter estimation and outlier detection is demonstrated with a numerical example. As is well known, the method of least squares is the best linear unbiased estimator as it produces good results when unavoidable random errors affect our observations. The numerical example given in this paper shows that when observations are contaminated with gross errors, L1 norm minimisation can yield parameter estimates like the results produced by least squares with gross errorfree observations.
OUTLIER DETECTION
Gross errors are generally described as errors of large magnitude. Let us assume that the observation vector l is contaminated by a gross error vector ∇e. The effect of ∇e on the estimated residual vector v is
where R is the redundancy matrix that portrays the network geometry.
The total residual vector because of both inevitable random errors and gross errors is
Therefore, the existence of gross errors in observation data can increase the magnitude of residuals in a least squares adjustment. So, an outlier is described as a residual that exceeds some boundary value that is based on stochastic features of the observations used in the adjustment [12] .
In Geodesy, outlier detection methods can be divided into two broad categories, that is, tests for outliers and robust estimation methods. Outliers are generally searched in an iterative manner and after one outlier is found by applying a test method such as Baarda's data snooping technique, this observation is discarded and adjustment computations are repeated to find other possible outlying observations. Robust estimation methods may also be used to detect outliers and are advantageous in minimising or eliminating the effects of outliers on the adjustment results. The weights of observations are changed during the robust estimation procedure. However, some robust estimation methods such as the L1 norm minimisation or the LMS method try to minimise a given function of residuals [1, 10] .
L2 NORM MINIMIZATION
In geodetic parameter estimation, the L 2 norm minimisation method also known as the LSM is commonly applied [13] . The L 2 norm minimisation method is a parameter estimation method that tries to minimise the sum of the squared residuals (p[vv] = min). This method is widely used because the algorithm of the calculation is easy and no assumption about the distribution of the observations is needed, i.e., only the variance-covariance matrix of the observations must be constructed [14] .
Random errors have a normal distribution with a specific standard deviation. For normally distributed measurement errors, the probability of being outside ±3σ range is 0.003 and residuals larger than ±3σ are treated as gross errors [15] . Parameter estimations with L2 norm minimisation yield the best results in terms of minimum variance and maximum likelihood principles if blunder and systematic error-free observations are made. Any measurement whose residual exceeds a certain amount is an outlier. The sensitivity and geometry of the network also plays a role. Outliers can be detected using iterative methods such as Baarda, Pope etc. When one measurement is detected as an outlier, it is not used in the next adjustment. Unfortunately, L2 norm minimisation yields deteriorated results in the presence of outliers. In parameter estimation, the difference between the estimated and true values is named as 'missing' and the aim is to minimise this difference [16] . When parameters are estimated by using the L 2 norm minimisation method, the minimum of the difference is named as 'the principle of minimum variance' and is one of the best aspects of the parameter estimation using the L 2 norm minimisation method.
The functional model of a linear or linearized geodetic parameter estimation problem is given as follows:
where A n×u is design matrix; x u×1 is the vector of unknown parameters; l n×1 is the vector of observations; and v n×1 is the vector of residuals. n is the number of observations and u is the number of unknowns. The stochastic part of the adjustment contains the weight matrix of observations P n×n . The least squares solution of unknowns is accomplished using the following equation:
Then, residuals are estimated, using Eq. (3). In the case of the free adjustment of geodetic networks, depending on the number of rank deficient (d), established G T matrix provides the condition as follows:
In this case, the unknown parameters vector is as follows:
The L 2 norm minimisation method smooths out blunders across the entire data set. Partial redundancy reflects the corrupt effect of outliers on the estimated parameters in any observation. Using the results of the free adjustment of network, partial redundancy is:
where
In Eqs. (7) and (8), A n×u is the design matrix; xx u u × Q is the cofactor matrix of unknown parameters; P n×n is the weight matrix of observations; vv u u × Q is the cofactor matrix of residuals; and r i is the partial redundancy value of the i th observation. The partial redundancy value of a 'good' geodetic network is required to be close to 1.
The residual equation for the adjustment of trigonometric elevation networks is:
The number of Eqs. (9) must be as the number of vertical angles measured. In the case of free adjustment of geodetic networks, the G T matrix is as follows:
In these equations:
H i -Approximate height of point on which the theodolite is set up H j -Approximate height of point on which the reflector is set up I t -The height of the theodolite T b -The height of the reflector k -Refraction coefficient (0.13) R -The radius of the earth (R = 6370 km) S ij -Horizontal distance between i and j points p -Number of points in the trigonometric levelling network.
L1 NORM MINIMIZATION
In the classical Gauss-Markov model, the unknown parameters x for a linear (linearized) parametric adjustment are determined based on the following functional and stochastic models [17, 18] ;
where v n×1 is the vector of residuals; l n×1 is the vector of observations; A n×u is the rank deficient design matrix; and P n×n is the weight matrix of observations as mentioned previously. G u×d is the datum matrix of the network added to complete the rank deficiency of the design matrix; 0 d×1 is the zero vector; C l(n×n) is the covariance matrix of observations; Q l(n×n) is the cofactor matrix of observations; and 2 0 σ is a priori variance factor [6, 19] . As is known, the parameter estimation methods try to arrive at optimal values for unknowns by minimising a function of the residuals. This function is called an objective function. L 1 norm minimisation is the estimation of parameters by minimising the sum of the absolute residuals [17] . In this method, the objective function is described as follows:
The same mathematical model is used for both L 2 norm minimisation and L 1 norm minimisation. However, the objective functions of the two methods are different. To solve the problem using the L 1 norm minimisation method the simplex method is used, transforming the linear programming [17] .
To solve the problem using linear programming, there must be an objective function with an equation system which contains restrictions and has positive whole unknown parameters. This objective function is:
So, the problem according to Eq. (13) must be transformed according to Eq. (15) . In the L 1 norm minimisation method, the unknown parameters are calculated first, then the residuals. Here the unknown vector includes both the unknown parameters and residuals. In this case, the following equation systems must be solved under the principle of [p|v|] = min:
To solve Eq. (16) under the principle of [p|v|] = min according to linear programming, the unknown parameters and residuals must be positive [17, 20] . For this purpose, x unknown parameters and each residual are reformulated as the difference of the new unknown parameters and the new residuals which are derived as positive or negative:
, 0
With this reformulation, the Eq. (16) is rewritten as follows:
In this case, the number of unknown parameters and residuals increases twice. In Eq. x (objective function), the solution to the linear programming problem is calculated using a simplex algorithm as previously described. For this purpose, the subroutine 'linprog.m' of MATLAB software has been used. The solution to the problem, having a rank defect, can be found without the need for extra processing (such as pseudo inverse) using the L 1 norm minimisation method [21, 22] . This is one of the advantages of using the L 1 norm minimisation method [23] .
NUMERICAL APPLICATION
To compare L 1 norm and L 2 norm minimisation methods, an application was made in a trigonometric levelling network (Fig. 1) . Zenith angles and distances were observed (Tab. 1). The accuracy of distance (D) and angle observations are ±(2+2 ppm D) mm and 2 cc , respectively and the number of repetitions is 2. In adjusting the zenith angles, point heights were taken as unknown. As all the zenith angles were made by the same survey team, using the same equipment and equal precision on the whole points, the weights were taken as 1, i.e. P is a unit matrix.
Figure 1 Trigonometric levelling network
Firstly, the free network adjustment is carried out and the outliers are investigated using the Pope Method, but no outliers were detected. Partial redundancies of the zenith angles were calculated using equations (7) (8) and then the measurements were adjusted using L1 and L2 norm minimisation methods. In the adjustment, the numbers of measurements were 20 (n = 20), and the numbers of unknowns were 5 (u = 5).
After, the first and 13 th measurements were burdened virtually with gross errors, the amounts of which were -20 c and +10
c , respectively, the L 1 and L 2 norm minimisation methods were applied with this measurement including gross errors. In this example, the following matrices were used: C in Eq. As can be seen in Tab. 4, when the measurements with gross errors were adjusted, the residual had a −20 c gross error calculated as 19 c ,92 using the L 1 norm minimisation method and 14 c ,11 using the L 2 norm minimisation method. The residual had +10 c gross error calculated as −10 c ,49 using the L 1 norm minimisation method and −7 c ,53 using the L 2 norm minimisation method. Also, it is seen that gross errors at the first and thirteenth rows affected both their measurements and the others using the L 2 norm minimisation method. In the results, in detecting the gross errors it is seen that the L 1 norm minimisation method provides more successful results than the L 2 norm minimisation method. 
CONCLUSIONS
The most commonly applied parameter estimation method for geodetic networks is the L 2 norm minimisation method. The solutions provided using this method are easy and unique. Using this method, it is possible to calculate precision and reliability criteria of unknown parameters and their functions. However, the L 2 norm minimisation method is sensitive against gross errors. Because of the corruption effect of errors, when measurements include gross errors the method does not provide the correct results.
The L 1 norm minimisation method is an important estimation method and the advantages are that it is less sensitive against measurements with gross errors and is less affected from these measurements than the L 2 norm minimisation method. However, the L 1 norm minimisation method does not always provide a solution, and where there is a solution, the residuals of at least u (number of unknown parameters) and the number of measurements are always zero. If some of the residuals equal zero, it is a contradictious situation to the theory of error.
A parameter estimation method must be able to detect the gross errors and not distribute the effects of these errors to other measurements.
In this paper, an application was performed in a trigonometric levelling network to compare L1 and L 2 norm minimisation methods. When the application results were evaluated, it obtained the following results: -L 1 and L 2 norm minimisation methods give close results when measurements have only random errors, -The L 1 norm minimisation method gives better results than the L 2 norm minimisation method in terms of blunder detection. If Tab. 4 is examined, gross errors given to the first and thirteenth measurements are reflected in the residuals of these measurements. Gross errors, which are given to the first and thirteenth measurements as −20 c , and 10 c respectively, affect the residuals of these measurements as 19 c ,92 and −10 c ,49 respectively. However, in the solution using the L 2 norm minimisation method, the amounts of the effect of errors are 14 c ,11 and −7 c ,53 for the first and thirteenth measurements, respectively, In the trigonometric levelling network used in the application, the partial redundancy values are 0,718 for the first measurement and 0,771 for the thirteenth measurement. The sum of the redundancy values is equal to the degree of freedom of the network. The residuals of the first and thirteenth measurements using the L2 norm minimisation method are equal to the multiplication of gross errors which is given to measurements artificially with redundancy values, and these residuals are smaller than the given gross errors. However, using the L 1 norm minimisation method, the residuals' measurements are almost as much as the amount of gross errors which are given to the measurements artificially. In this case, it is seen that the L 1 norm minimisation method produces more successful results than the L 2 norm minimisation method.
